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a b s t r a c t

We present a new algorithm for general Boolean matrix factorization. The algorithm is
based on two key ideas. First, it utilizes formal concepts of the factorized matrix as crucial
components of constructed factors. Second, it performs steps back during the construction
of factors to see if some of the already constructed factors may be improved or even
eliminated in view of the subsequently added factors. The second idea is inspired by
8M—an old, previously incompletely described and virtually unknown factorization algo-
rithm, which we analyze and describe in detail. We provide experimental evaluation of the
new algorithm and compare it to 8M and two other well-known algorithms. The results
demonstrate that our algorithm outperforms these algorithms in terms of quality of the
decompositions as well in its robustness with respect to small changes in data.

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Problem description

1.1. Problem in brief

Research in Boolean matrix factorization (BMF), or Boolean matrix decomposition, has resulted in various new methods
of analysis and processing of data and has also contributed to our understanding of Boolean (binary, yes/no) data as regards
foundational aspects. While the developments of practical methods and theoretical foundations are clearly connected,
most of the current BMF methods use limited theoretical insight. Building upon our previous research [4], we developed
in our recent paper [3] an efficient BMF algorithm utilizing a better understanding of the geometry of BMF, which we
also developed in [3]. The understanding, provided in terms of Galois connections, concept lattices, and other structures
underlying formal concept analysis (FCA [11]), as well as the algorithm, are primarily developed for exact Boolean matrix
factorizations and employ formal concepts as factors. As such, the constructed factorizations are limited (in that they never
commit overcovering, see below). Such limitation presents no restriction when exact factorizations are desired. Moreover,
even though computing restricted type of decompositions, the algorithm outperforms the other BMF algorithms also when
approximate factorizations are needed with a prescribed precision [3]. Nevertheless, there are situations in which general
factorizations are desirable, hence the limitation described above may indeed prove restrictive. In the present paper, we
extend our previous approach to BMF and develop a new algorithm that computes general factorizations.

1.2. Basic notions and rationale for computing general BMFs

We denote by I an n × m Boolean matrix and interpret primarily as an object–attribute incidence matrix (hence the
symbol I). That is, the entry Iij corresponding to the row i and the column j is either 1 or 0, indicating that the object i does
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or does not have the attribute j, respectively. The set of all n × m Boolean matrices is denoted {0, 1}n×m. The ith row and
jth column vector of I is denoted by Ii_ and I_j, respectively. In BMF, one generally attempts to find for a given I ∈ {0, 1}n×m
matrices A ∈ {0, 1}n×k and B ∈ {0, 1}k×m for which

I (approximately) equals A ◦ B, (1)

where ◦ is the Boolean matrix product, i.e. (A ◦ B)ij = maxkl=1 min(Ail, Blj). A decomposition of I into A ◦ Bmay be interpreted
as a discovery of k factors that exactly or approximately explain the data: Interpreting I , A, and B as object–attribute, object–
factor, and factor–attribute matrices, model (1) reads: The object i has the attribute j if and only if there exists factor l such
that l applies to i and j is one of the particular manifestations of l. The least k for which an exact decomposition I = A ◦ B
exists is called the Boolean rank (or Schein rank) of I .

The approximate equality in (1) is commonly assessed in BMF by means of the L1-norm (Hamming weight in case of
Boolean matrices) ∥ · ∥ and the corresponding metric E(·, ·), defined for C,D ∈ {0, 1}n×m by

∥C∥ =
m,n∑
i,j=1

|Cij| and E(C,D) = ∥C − D∥ =
m,n∑
i,j=1

|Cij − Dij|. (2)

The following particular variants of the BMF problem, relevant to this paper, are considered in the literature.

– Discrete Basis Problem (DBP, [21]):
Given I ∈ {0, 1}n×m and a positive integer k, find A ∈ {0, 1}n×k and B ∈ {0, 1}k×m that minimize ∥I − A ◦ B∥.

– Approximate Factorization Problem (AFP, [4]):
Given I and prescribed error ε ≥ 0, find A ∈ {0, 1}n×k and B ∈ {0, 1}k×m with k as small as possible such that
∥I − A ◦ B∥ ≤ ε.

These problems reflect two important views of BMF: DBP emphasizes the importance of the first few (presumably most
important) factors; AFP emphasizes the need to account for (and thus to explain) a prescribed portion of data.

A useful view of BMF is provided in terms of rectangles [4,3]: J ∈ {0, 1}n×m is called rectangular (a rectangle, for short) if
J = C ◦D for some C ∈ {0, 1}n×1 (column) and D ∈ {0, 1}1×m (row); this implies that upon suitable permutations of columns
and rows, the 1s in J form a rectangular area. We say that J (or, the pair ⟨C,D⟩ for which J = C ◦ D) covers ⟨i, j⟩ if Jij = 1
(equivalently, Ci = 1 and Dj = 1). For matrices J1 and J2, we put

J1 ≤ J2 (J1 is contained in J2) iff (J1)ij ≤ (J2)ij for every i, j. (3)

The following observation shows that a Boolean matrix product may be considered as a ∨-superposition of (or a coverage
by) rectangles (see e.g. [3]):

Observation 1. The following conditions are equivalent for any I ∈ {0, 1}n×m.

(a) I = A ◦ B for some A ∈ {0, 1}n×k and B ∈ {0, 1}k×m.
(b) There exist rectangles J1, . . . , Jk ∈ {0, 1}n×m such that I = J1 ∨ · · · ∨ Jk, i.e. Iij = maxkl=1(Jl)ij.
(c) There exist rectangles J1, . . . , Jk ∈ {0, 1}n×m such that Iij = 1 if and only if ⟨i, j⟩ is covered by some Jl.

In particular, ifA andB are thematrices fromObservation 1(a), then onemayput Jl = A_l◦Bl_ (l = 1, . . . , k), i.e. Jl is the product
of the lth columnofA and the lth rowof B, to obtain the rectangles in (b) and (c). Conversely, if J1 = C1◦D1, . . . , Jk = Ck◦Dk are
the rectangles in (b) or (c) then thematrices A and B inwhich the lth column and lth row are Cl andDl, respectively, satisfy (a).
As a result, computing an exact factorization of I with a small number k of factors is equivalent to computing k rectangles
contained in I that cover all the 1s in I . Since maximal rectangles in I correspond to formal concepts of I [11], the above
observation led to the employment of formal concepts as factors in [4,3]. Clearly, one may utilize rectangles in I to cover not
necessarily all 1s in I and thus to solve AFP. Even though such approach to AFP, as demonstrated by the algorithms in [4,3],
is considerably successful, the resulting approximate factorizations I ≈ A ◦ B, which are called from-below approximations of
I in [3], are restricted: While it may happen that Iij = 1 and (A ◦ B)ij = 0 (undercovering), it never happens that Iij = 0 and
(A ◦ B)ij = 1 (overcovering).

That the lack of possible overcovering may be severely limiting is apparent from the following examples. Consider first
the matrices I in Fig. 1a and J in Fig. 1b. Let I represent the observed data. One clearly recognizes three rectangles in I , the
union of which forms the gray area, even though some of the entries inside the area contain 0 rather than 1. A natural view of
I is that it results from the true data, represented by J , due to error. For instance, there might be insufficient evidence for the
presence of some attributes on some objects, i.e. for the presence of 1s in certain entries, which is a plausible explanation of
this kind of situation. From this viewpoint, one is interested in discovering from the observed data I the three factors behind
the true data J , i.e. in view of the above observation in discovering from I the 10× 3 and 3× 10 matrices A and B for which
A ◦ B = J . But even if I represented true data, one may be interested in the decomposition into the above A and B because it
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Fig. 1. Three factors of hypothetical true data explaining observed data.

provides an approximate concise model of I . Clearly, such matrices are

A =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
1 1 0
0 1 0
0 1 1
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
and B =

(1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

)
.

Crucial for our argument is the fact that none of the three rectangles involved in the approximate decomposition of I
into A and B is a rectangle contained in I , because I contains 0s (is not full of 1s) in the corresponding areas. Hence, the
approximate factorization of I into A and B is not a from-below approximation and as such is not discoverable by from-
below approximation algorithms such as those in [4,3]. In particular, the algorithm GreConD from [4] computes from I a
decomposition involving 9 small factors. On the other hand, the algorithm GreConD+ developed in this paper computes
precisely the approximate decomposition of I into A and B and thus discovers the three factors in question, even though the
change of I w.r.t. J is relatively large.

As a second example, consider the n× n inequality matrix I̸=. For n = 6,

I̸= =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1 1
1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 0

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

It may be shown that the least number of rectangles covering I̸= (and thus contained in I̸=) is n and that the largest of the
rectangles contained in I̸= covers ⌈n/2⌉ · ⌊n/2⌋ entries. Therefore, when restricting to the from-below factorizations and to
the rectangles in I̸=, one has to do with considerable fragmentation—a relatively large number of small rectangles. On the
other hand, when general approximate factorizations are considered, the n × n matrix 1n full of 1s may be regarded as a
single large approximate factor, committing a relative error E(I,1n)

n2
= Θ( 1n ).

1.3. Related work

Due to a limited scope, we focus on the directly relevant work. Except for Boolean matrix theory itself [14], results
relevant to BMF are traditionally presented in the literature on binary relations and graph theory, see e.g. [7,28]. A particularly
important related area is formal concept analysis (FCA) [11], in which Boolean matrices are represented by so-called formal
contexts. FCA provides solid lattice-theoretical foundations which we utilize.

Among the first works on applications of BMF in data analysis are [25,26], in which the authors have already been aware
of the NP-hardness (i.e. provable computational difficulty) of the decomposition problem due to the NP-hardness of the set
basis problem [29]. An early but currently virtually unknown is the 8M algorithm which we present below. Interest in BMF
in current data mining is primarily due to the work of Miettinen et al. In particular, the DBP, the corresponding complexity
results, and the Asso algorithm discussed below appeared in [21]. In [4], we showed that formal concepts (i.e. fixpoints
of Galois connections) are natural factors of Boolean matrices, proved their optimality for exact factorizations, described
transformations between attribute and factor spaces, and proposed the GreConD algorithm discussed below. [3] presents
a deeper insight into from-below approximations and a new algorithm based on it, as well as some observations regarding
general BMF which we use.

Let us also mention some other BMF algorithms which appeared in the recent data mining literature, in particular
Hyper [31], PaNDa [17], PaNDa+ [18], Nassau [13], as well as further work on various aspects of the decomposition
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problem and applications of BMF, including [10,16,19,20,22,23,27,30]. Due to its direct relevance to the idea behind our
new algorithm, we include PaNDa+ in our experimental evaluation. The other algorithms are not included in our evaluation
for space reasons. However, comparisons of these algorithms to Asso, which we use in our evaluation, on data similar to our
data are available in the mentioned literature; in particular, [3] uses almost the same data we use in this paper.

2. General BMF, Asso, PaNDa+, and 8M

2.1. Non-symmetry of committed error

Crucial for the design of BMF algorithms is the following observation. The distance (error) function E as defined by (2) is
a sum of two components, Eu corresponding to 1s in I that are 0s (and hence uncovered) in A ◦ B and Eo corresponding to 0s
in I that are 1s (and hence overcovered) in A ◦ B:

E(I, A ◦ B) = Eu(I, A ◦ B)+ Eo(I, A ◦ B), where
Eu(I, A ◦ B) = |{⟨i, j⟩ ; Iij = 1, (A ◦ B)ij = 0}|,
Eo(I, A ◦ B) = |{⟨i, j⟩ ; Iij = 0, (A ◦ B)ij = 1}|.

Even though Eu and Eo look symmetric, they have a highly non-symmetric role in BMF. The non-symmetry is apparent from
the following observation, which says that as we add new factors to the already established ones (i.e., add columns and rows
to A and B, respectively), Eu may only decrease while Eo may only increase:

Observation 2. Let A′ ∈ {0, 1}n×(k+1) and B′ ∈ {0, 1}(k+1)×m result by adding to A and B a single column and row, respectively.
Then

Eu(I, A′ ◦ B′) ≤ Eu(I, A ◦ B) and Eo(I, A′ ◦ B′) ≥ Eo(I, A ◦ B).

This observation has not been explicitly presented in the literature until [3]. Nevertheless, the two components, Eu and
Eo, are implicitly used in the Asso algorithm [21] and are treated non-symmetrically by function cover using two different
weights (see Section 2.2).

Observation 2 provides a clear warning for the design of BMF algorithms. Namely, due to the provable hardness of the
BMF related problems, such as DBP or AFP [4,21], it is reasonable to assume that conceivable algorithms compute one factor
after another (this is indeed the case of all of the existing algorithms). The warning reads: One needs to be careful with
committing Eo error because Eo never decreases by adding further factors.

2.2. Asso

This algorithm, proposed in [21], primarily for DBP, is nowadays a classic algorithm for general BMF. It first computes
from a given n×m matrix I an m×m Boolean matrix C in which Cij = 1 if the confidence of rule {i} ⇒ {j} – the fraction of
objects having j among those having i – exceeds a user-specified parameter τ . The rows of C are then used as candidates for
the rows of the factor–attribute matrix. The actual rows are selected in a greedy manner using function cover that rewards
with weight w+ the decrease of Eu and penalizes with weight w− the increase of Eo that is due to a given row of C . Asso thus
commits both types of errors, Eu and Eo. The once committed error Eo never decreases and thus the only way to control
it in Asso is via the weights w+ and w−; notwithstanding the non-symmetry, the authors recommend a default setting
w+ = w− = 1.

2.3. PaNDa+

PaNDa+ [18] is basically an algorithmic framework based on the algorithm PaNDa [17]. It employs a general cost function
which makes it possible to impose various criteria. The algorithm aims to extract a set F of pairs ⟨C,D⟩ (C is a set of objects,
D is a set of attributes) that minimize the cost function. Every ⟨C,D⟩ in F is computed by first computing its core and then
extending the core to ⟨C,D⟩. A core is, in fact, a rectangle contained in I and is computed by adding columns from a sorted list
(sorting by several criteria is proposed). Extension to ⟨C,D⟩ is performed by adding further columns and rows to a core until
such addition does not help in minimizing the cost. This idea is similar in principle to that of our GreConD+, as described
below. As the cost function, we use the function proposed by the authors, which is the sum of the description complexity of
all ⟨C,D⟩s in F , i.e.

∑
⟨C,D⟩∈F (|C | + |D|), and the error committed by F , i.e. E(I, AF ◦ BF ) where AF and BF are the matrices

corresponding to the patterns in F , see (4) below. To make our comparison fair with respect to the goals of the algorithms,
we also employ as the cost function solely the error E(I, AF ◦ BF ), and denote the corresponding algorithm PaNDa+eo (‘‘eo’’
stands for ‘‘error only’’).

2.4. 8M: A forgotten factorization method

The 8M method is one of the methods available in BMDP—a statistical software package which was being developed
primarily for biomedical applications since the 1960s at UCLA under the leadership of W. J. Dixon. BMDP and its methods
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are described in several editions of manuals, starting with a 1961 manual of BMD, a direct predecessor of BMDP. In our
description of 8M, we use the 1992 edition [9], which accompanies release 7 of BMDP. There, 8M is described in chapter
‘‘Boolean factor analysis’’ on pp. 933–945, written by M. R. Mickey, L. Engelman, and P. Mundle, and in appendix B.11 on
pp. 1401–1403.

Even though the description of 8M in [9] is fairly detailed, some parts such as the initialization step are somewhat unclear.
We therefore observed in detail the program behavior on data to figure out the unclear parts until our own implementation
yielded the same results as the software which we purchased from Statistical Solutions Ltd. 8M has been added to BMDP in
the late 1970s: It was not part of the 1979 manual but it is part along with other new methods in the next version, whose
revised printing appeared in 1983. According to this edition, 8M is based on research done by M. R. Mickey, was designed
by Mickey with contributions from L. Engelman, and was programmed by P. Mundle and Engelman.

Algorithm 1: 8M
Input: Boolean n×mmatrix I , desired number of factors k, number init of initial factors, number cost
Output: Boolean matrices A and B

1 B← ComputeInitialFactors(init); A← 0n×init
2 f ← init
3 RefineMatricesAB(A, B, I, cost)
4 kReached← 0
5 while kReached < 2 or I ≤ A ◦ B do
6 foreach ⟨i, j⟩ do if Iij > (A ◦ B)ij then ∆+ij ← 1 else ∆+ij ← 0
7

8 add column j of ∆+ with the largest count of 1s as new column to A
9 add row of 0s as new row to B and set entry j of this row to 1

10 f ← f + 1
11 RefineMatricesAB(A, B, I, cost)
12 if another two new factors were added then
13 remove column A_(f−2) from A and row B(f−2)_ from B
14 f ← f − 1
15 RefineMatricesAB(A, B, I, cost)
16 end
17 if f=k then kReached← kReached+ 1
18 end
19 return A, B

To compute – for a given n × m Boolean matrix I and a prescribed number init of initial factors – n × k and a k × m
Boolean matrices A and B where k is a given desired number of factors, the algorithm 8M (Algorithm 1) works as follows.
First, init initial factors are computed (l. 1, see below for details) and the number f of the currently computed factors is set
accordingly (l. 2). The matrices A and B are then refined (l. 3) by the procedure RefineMatricesAB described below. A loop
is then entered (l. 5–17) in which new factors are being added and deleted until the desired number k of factors is reached
for the second time or all 1s in I are covered by A ◦ B (conditions on l. 5). Whenever a factor is added or removed, A and
B are refined. Adding and removing factors is as follows. One starts with f = init factors, adds another two factors so that
f + 2 factors are obtained, then removes the factor generated two steps back, i.e. the f th factor, adds another two factors,
removes a factor generated two steps back, and so on. Hence, starting with init = 2 factors, one successively obtains 2, 3,
4, 3, 4, 5, 4, 5 etc. factors. Since one stops when the desired number k of factors is obtained the second time, one computes
2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5, 4, 5, 6, 7, 6 factors in the case k = 6, and the last six factors are the final factors output by the algorithm
(provided the second condition in l. 5 is not met). By default, init = k− 2 but init is generally set by the user.

The initial factors are computed by ComputeInitialFactors as follows. First, an m × m matrix C is computed in which
Cij = 1 iff column i is included in column j in I (i.e. Iqi ≤ Iqj for each q). One then goes through the rows i of C , i = 1, 2, . . . ,
and adds them as new rows of B until init rows have been added: row i of C is added to B provided there exists jwith Cij = 1
such that no row previously added to B contains 1 at position j.

Refining of A and B by RefineMatricesAB (Algorithm 2) consists in performing a cycle until A and B do not change but at
most three times, in which A is computed from I , B, and the parameter cost by a so-called Boolean regression described in
RefineMatrixA (Algorithm 3), followed by computing symmetrically B using RefineMatrixB. A new factor is computed in
l. 6–8 of 8M by computing first the positive part ∆+ of the discrepancy matrix ∆ = I − A ◦ B, one adds to A as new column
the column j of ∆+ containing the largest number of 1s, and adds to B a row of 0s with 1 at position j.

Let us now comment on 8M. An interesting feature of this old algorithm, which is not present in the currently known
algorithms such as Asso, is its continuous update and even removal of the previously generated factors. The rationale for
this ‘‘rethinking of previous factors’’ – which is, however, not mentioned in the description of 8M in [9] – is apparent from
our observations in Section 2.1: Since the overcover-part Eo of the error function only increases by adding further factors, it
is reasonable to look back if what had been added previously may be improved in view of the subsequently added factors.
Furthermore, let us mention the similarity between Asso’s computing of its candidate basis vectors and 8M’s computing
of the initial factors stored in B. This deserves further exploration, particularly in view of the comments in [9] suggesting
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that not only the full but also approximate inclusion of columns – i.e. exactly the confidence used by Asso –may be used in
computing the initial factors.

Algorithm 2: RefineMatricesAB
Input: Boolean matrices A, B, I , number cost

1 repeat
2 RefineMatrixA(A, B, I, cost)
3 RefineMatrixB(A, B, I, cost)
4 until loop executed 3 times or A and B did not change

Algorithm 3: RefineMatrixA
Input: Boolean matrices A, B, I and cost

1 foreach row i ∈ {1, . . . , n} do
2 y← Ii_; Z ← B; Ai_ ← 0
3 repeat
4 foreach factor l ∈ 1, . . . , f do
5 ml ←

∑m
j=1 yj · Zlj − cost ·

∑m
j=1(1− yj) · Zlj

6 end
7 select p for whichmp = maxl ml
8 ifmp > 0 then
9 Aip ← 1

10 foreach j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} do
11 if Zpj = 1 then
12 Z_j ← 0; yj ← 0
13 end
14 end
15 end
16 until mp > 0
17 end

3. GreConD+: A new algorithm

Since GreConD+ is conveniently described using basic notions of formal concept analysis (FCA [11]), we now review
these notions. To every Boolean matrix I ∈ {0, 1}n×m, one may associate the pair ⟨↑, ↓⟩ of operators assigning to sets
C ⊆ X = {1, . . . , n} and D ⊆ Y = {1, . . . ,m} the sets

C↑ = {j ∈ Y | ∀i ∈ C : Iij = 1} and D↓ = {i ∈ X | ∀j ∈ D : Iij = 1}.

That is, C↑ is the set of all attributes (columns) shared by all objects (rows) in C and D↓ is the set of all objects sharing all
attributes in D. The set

B(I) = {⟨C,D⟩ | C ⊆ X,D ⊆ Y , C↑ = D,D↓ = C}

is called the concept lattice of I . It consists of all ⟨↑, ↓⟩-closed pairs ⟨C,D⟩, called the formal concepts of I , with C andD called the
extent and the intent. Concept lattices are the basic structures in FCA; see [8,11] for details. Note also that several polynomial-
time delay algorithms exist for computing B(I) [15].

An important link between BMF and formal concepts consists in the following facts. First, in view of Observation 1,
rectangles contained in I are the building blocks of decompositions of I . Clearly, most efficient are rectangles maximal w.r.t.
containment≤ defined by (3). As is well known, maximal rectangles contained in I correspond to formal concepts in B(I) in
that J is a maximal rectangle in I if and only if there exists a formal concept ⟨C,D⟩ ∈ B(I) such that Jij = 1 is equivalent to
i ∈ C and j ∈ D. This link is utilized in [4,3] in the algorithms computing from-below factorizations of Boolean matrices.

Rather than two matrices, A and B, our algorithm computes from the matrix I a factorization in the form of a set
F = {⟨C1,D1⟩, . . . , ⟨Ck,Dk⟩} of pairs of Cl ⊆ {1, . . . , n} (objects/rows) and Dl ⊆ {1, . . . ,m} (attributes/columns). This
is convenient due to the logic of the algorithm; it also connects naturally to our previous papers [4,3]. A straightforward
relationship to factorizations represented by twomatrices, A and B, is the following. Given such a setF with a fixed indexing
of the pairs ⟨Cl,Dl⟩, define the n× k and k×m Boolean matrices AF and BF by

(AF )il =
{
1 if i ∈ Cl,

0 if i ̸∈ Cl,
and (BF )lj =

{
1 if j ∈ Dl,

0 if j ̸∈ Dl,
(4)

for l = 1, . . . , k. That is, the lth column and lth row of AF and BF are the characteristic vectors of Cl and Dl, respectively.
Clearly, given n×k and k×m Booleanmatrices A and B, there existsF forwhich A = AF and B = BF .Whether one represents
the factors by F or by A and B is thus a matter of one’s preference.
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Our new algorithm for general BMF, GreConD+, (Algorithm 4) is based on the following ideas. The non-symmetry of
error and the observations discussed in Section 2.1 lead us to construct new factors by attempting first to cover as many
uncovered 1s in I as possible, committing at the same time no Eo error. For this purpose, we employ the idea from our
previous algorithm, GreConD [4]. Every such factor, which represents a formal concept in I , is then expanded in a greedy
manner by further columns and rows for which the gain due to decrease of Eu is considerably larger than the loss due to
committing of Eo. After a new factor is computed, the previously computed factors are examined and modified or even
removed in order to decrease Eo in view of the subsequently computed factors. Revisiting previous factors is inspired by 8M,
but our method of revisiting is very different from that of 8M. For simplicity, the pseudocodes in Algorithms 4 and 5 contain
a version in which the expansion as well as modification of factors involves only columns. A full version is obtained easily by
inserting the corresponding symmetric parts regarding rows. Note, however, that even this simplified version proved useful,
particularly for data with a much larger number of rows than columns which feature is typical for the current benchmark
data. We now provide details.

Algorithm 4: GreConD+
Input: Boolean n×mmatrix I , number w

Output: set F of factors

1 U ← {⟨i, j⟩ |Iij = 1}; F ← ∅
2 while U ̸= ∅ do
3 D← ∅; V ← 0
4 while exists j /∈ D such that |D⊕ j| > V do
5 select j /∈ D that maximizes |D⊕ j|
6 D← (D ∪ {j})↓↑

7 V ←
⏐⏐(D↓ × D) ∩ U

⏐⏐
8 end
9 C ← D↓

10 ⟨E, F⟩ ← Expansion(⟨C,D⟩ , w)
11 add ⟨C ∪ E,D ∪ F⟩ to F
12 U ← U − (C ∪ E)× (D ∪ F )
13 foreach factor ⟨A, B⟩ ∈ F do
14 if for each ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ A× B with Iij = 1 there is ⟨G,H⟩ ∈ F − {A, B} with ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ G× H then
15 remove ⟨A, B⟩ from F
16 else
17 foreach j ∈ B− nucleus(B) do
18 if for each ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ A× B with Iij = 1 there is ⟨G,H⟩ ∈ F − {A, B} with ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ G× H then
19 remove j from B
20 end
21 end
22 end
23 end
24 end
25 return F

The variable U , initialized in l. 1, represents in each step of the algorithm the 1s in I that are uncovered by the set F of
factors computed so far, i.e. ⟨i, j⟩ ∈ U iff Iij = 1 and there is no ⟨C,D⟩ ∈ F with i ∈ C and j ∈ D. The computation of
factors (l. 2–24) proceeds until all 1s in I are covered. Clearly, an alternative stopping criterion is possible, such as stopping
after a prescribed number of factors is computed, which corresponds to the DBP problem, or after the overall error does
not exceed ε, which corresponds to AFP. In l. 3–8, a formal concept in I covering a large part of U is selected in a greedy
manner: D, set initially to ∅, represents the constructed concept’s intent and V the currently largest number of previously
uncovered U that are covered by the concept corresponding to D; while improvement in coverage is possible (l. 4), one
selects the attribute j whose addition to D results in the largest increase in coverage, i.e. in the largest number of elements
in D ⊕ j = (D ∪ {y})↓ × (D ∪ {y})↓↑ ∩ U (l. 5), and updates D and V (l. 6–7). The thus resulting concept ⟨C,D⟩ is taken as
a nucleus for which its expansion ⟨E, F⟩ is then computed by Expansion (Algorithm 5): We add columns with positive gain
until no j with positive gain exists. The gain of a candidate column is assessed by taking into account the positive effect of
covering 1s, i.e. decrease in Eu, and the negative effect of overcovering 0s, i.e. increase in Eo, amplified by penaltyw. The thus
expanded factor ⟨C ∪E,D∪F⟩ is then added toF and the covered entries are removed from U (l. 11–12). The loop in l. 13–23
attempts to modify existing factors, from the first one to the last: A factor is removed (l. 14–15) if all the 1s covered by it are
covered by the other factors; if this is not possible, one removes all columns j ∈ B− nucleus(B) for which the covered 1s are
covered by the remaining factors, thus possibly reducing the part of Eo committed by the column j (nucleus(B) is the intent
of the nucleus of ⟨A, B⟩).
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Algorithm 5: Expansion
Input: pair ⟨C,D⟩ of C ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and D ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, number w

Output: expansion ⟨E, F⟩ of ⟨C,D⟩

1 O← {⟨i, j⟩ |Iij = 0}
2 E ← ∅; F ← ∅
3 repeat
4 select column j /∈ D ∪ F maximizing gain(j) defined as |(C × (D ∪ F ∪ {j})) ∩ U|−w · |(C × (D ∪ F ∪ {j}) ∩O)|
5 if gain(j) > 0 then
6 add j to F
7 end
8 until F did not change
9 return ⟨E, F⟩

4. Evaluation of algorithms

We now provide experimental evaluation of Asso, PaNDa+, its variant PaNDa+eo (see Section 2.3), 8M, and our new
algorithmGreConD+, which extends our previous algorithmGreConD [4] for from-below BMF to the realm of general BMF.
Due to lack of space, we include Asso, PaNDa+, and PaNDa+eo as the only representatives of the existing BMF algorithms.
Our choice may partly be justified by the fact that Asso represents a nowadays classic BMF algorithm whose comparison to
the other existing algorithms on data similar to ours is available in the literature (see the end of Section 1.3) and the fact that
PaNDa+ is directly relevant to GreConD+ due to its logic.

4.1. General remarks on the algorithms

In terms of quality of the computed factors, which we assess by the coverage function explained below, the four
algorithms compare, put briefly, as follows. Asso delivers a good coverage of data by the first few factors, which corresponds
to its being designed for the DBP problem. On the other hand, it often ends up in a state in which a considerable amount of
data is left unexplained, i.e. with a considerable error. In contrast, 8M very often has a considerably worse coverage by the
first few factors compared to Asso, except for very dense data on which it compares to Asso. On the other hand, 8M tends to
perform slightly better thanAsso in its capability to eventually generate factors explaining a large portion of data. PaNDa+ as
well as PaNDa+eo as a rule exhibit small coverage compared to the other algorithms and commits an overcoverage error
smaller than Asso but larger than the other two algorithms. It also seems that PaNDa+ performs better on dense rather than
sparse data.GreConD+ generally outperforms Asso, PaNDa+, and 8M in either of the two criteria embodied by DBP and AFP,
i.e. good coverage by the first few factors and eventually a good coverage by the whole set of computed factors. The details
regarding the quality of delivered factors as well as other characteristics of the algorithms are provided below.

Worth noting is also the following observation which lets us regard GreConD+ as a parameterized (by w) version of
GreConD:

Observation 3. With w ≥ n, where n is the number of objects, and the removal of previous factors (l. 14) omitted,
GreConD+ delivers the same output as GreConD.

The observation follows from the fact that a weight w ≥ n makes the gain of each column non-positive (see above)
and thus prohibits any additional column. When expansion includes both columns and rows, the same holds true for
w ≥ max(n,m). The role of w is further examined in Section 4.3.

4.2. Datasets

Synthetic data. Weuse the datasets described in Table 1,which are generated in a scenario similar to [3]. Every Set Xi consists
of 1000 matrices of size 1000 × 500, obtained as Boolean products A ◦ B of 1000 × k and k × 500 matrices A and B which
are randomly generated with prescribed densities dens A and dens B and the corresponding varying k. The column dens I
contains the average density of the resulting matrix I .

Real data. We used the datasets Mushroom [1], DBLP,1 Chess [1], DNA [24], Americas-small, Apj, and Firewall 1 [10],
described in Table 2, most of which are well known and used as benchmark data in the literature on BMF.

4.3. Performance of algorithms

Even though quality of the delivered decompositions is arguably the most important aspect, we start with brief
observations on relative time complexity of the algorithms.

1 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/db/.

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/%7Eley/db/
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Table 1
Synthetic data.

Dataset k dens A dens B dens I

Set A1 20 0.052 0.05 0.05
Set A2 20 0.11 0.05 0.10
Set A3 20 0.10 0.08 0.15
Set A4 20 0.11 0.10 0.20

Set B1 30 0.343 0.04 0.05
Set B2 30 0.07 0.05 0.10
Set B3 30 0.08 0.07 0.15
Set B4 30 0.11 0.07 0.20

Set C1 40 0.043 0.03 0.05
Set C2 40 0.07 0.04 0.10
Set C3 40 0.07 0.06 0.15
Set C4 40 0.11 0.05 0.20

Table 2
Real data.

Dataset Size ∥I∥

Americas-small 3477× 1587 105205
Apj 2044× 1164 6841
DBLP 19× 6980 40637
DNA 4590× 392 26527
Chess 3196× 76 118252
Firewall 1 365× 709 31951
Mushroom 8124× 119 186852

Time complexity. The fastest of the four algorithms is GreConD+, which is about 1.5 times slower than GreConD—the
nowadays fastest BMF algorithm [3]. This is because compared toGreConD,GreConD+ performs an additional expansion of
factors and revisits previous factors. To get a concrete idea, note that GreConD implemented in the C language factorizes the
Mushroomdataset in the order of seconds on a current ordinary PC. Second fastest isAsso, which is about 3 times slower than
GreConD+. A little slower than Asso are PaNDa+ and PaNDa+eo, which are both about 3.5 times slower than GreConD+.
Most time demanding – basically due to its refinement of factors – is 8M, which is about 10 times slower than Asso. Time
complexity of the algorithms was never a limiting factor in our evaluation, in which the scenario and size of data represent
the ones commonly used in current BMF studies.

Quality of decompositions. To assess quality of decompositions delivered by the algorithms, we employ the following
function of A ∈ {0, 1}n×l and B ∈ {0, 1}l×m representing the coverage quality of the first l factors delivered by the particular
algorithm:

c(l) = 1− E(I, A ◦ B)/∥I∥, (5)

cf. (2) and Section 2.1. Similar functions are used in [4,3,12,21]. We observe the values of c for l = 0, . . . , k, where k is the
number of factors delivered by a particular algorithm. Since we are also interested in the overcover part Eo of E, we observe
explicitly the relative error

eo(l) = Eo(I, A ◦ B)/∥I∥ (6)

as well, fromwhich one easily determines the dual part eu = Eu(I, A ◦ B)/∥I∥, because c = 1− E/∥I∥ = 1− (Eu+ Eo)/∥I∥ =
1 − eu − eo. In terms of graphs we use, the value of c represents the overall coverage of data by the particular number l of
observed factors and eo represents the part of the residuum 1 − c that is due to overcovering. Clearly, for l = 0 (no factors
added, A and B are ‘‘empty’’) we have c = 0 and eo = 0. In accordance with the above requirements, for a good factorization
algorithm c should be increasing in l, should have relatively large values even for small l, and it is desirable that for l = kwe
have E(I, A ◦ B) equal or close to 0, i.e. the data is fully or almost fully explained by the k factors computed, in which case c
is equal or close to 1.

We set the parameters in a manner generally best suited for each algorithm. In particular, for Asso, we used τ around
0.8, and set w+ and w− to 1, which also corresponds to the recommendation by [21]. For PaNDa+, we set its parameters
controlling the addition of rows and columns around εr = εc = 0.1. For 8M, we observed that small values of init such
as 3 to 5, which we used, lead to a better performance than the default value k − 2 with k being the required number of
factors, which observation is in correspondence to how init is set in the examples in the BMDP manual; we set cost to 1.
For GreConD+, we set w to 4, which is a compromise between small values of w resulting in a large overcover Eo and large
values of w for which the algorithm tends to commit no Eo at all and tends to behave like GreConD, cf. Observation 3. The
impact of w on the behavior of GreConD+ is illustrated in Fig. 2. For each of the selected values of w, i.e. w = 0.5, w = 1,
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Fig. 2. Impact of w on GreConD+ for Mushroom dataset.

Table 3
Values of standard deviation for set C4.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45

GreConD+ 0.0373 0.0315 0.0268 0.0238 0.0227 0.0206 0.0148 0.0071 0.0000
Asso 0.0373 0.0314 0.0268 0.0238 0.0227 0.0205 0.0135 0.0031 0.0008
8M 0.0372 0.0327 0.0284 0.0257 0.0233 0.0194 0.0137 0.0131 0.0080
PaNDa+ 0.0371 0.0315 0.0270 0.0240 0.0229 0.0266 0.0362 0.0376 0.0356
PaNDa+eo 0.0481 0.0480 0.0495 0.0506 0.0501 0.0501 0.0519 0.0500 0.0504

and w = 4, we depict there the graphs of c , i.e. coverage (5), and eo, i.e. relative overcover (6), as functions of the number l
of factors. That is, we let GreConD+ compute the set of all factors and then depict the values c(l) corresponding to the first
l factors computed; similarly for eo.

The results of computed decompositions in terms of coverage c and relative overcover eo for the synthetic data are
depicted in Figs. 3–6. For each Set Xi we depict the graph of c and eo as a function of l, i.e. the first l computed factors, as
above. The values are obtained as averages over the 1000matrices comprised by Xi. One can see that 8M has poorer coverage
by the first few factors compared to both Asso and GreConD+, but with increasing density, the gap between 8M and these
two algorithms narrows. Note also that for very dense data (density exceeding 0.4), 8M even outperforms Asso; we do not
present the graphs because such densities do not appear in real datasets. Comparing Asso andGreConD+, one observes that
these algorithms have about the same coverage for the first few factors and that generally, with the increasing number of
factors and thus increasing coverage, GreConD+ outperforms Asso. Note also that for the recommended setting of w [21],
Asso commits a significantly larger overcover than GreConD+, particularly for denser data. As is clear from the graphs, the
worst in terms of coverage of the algorithms is PaNDa+, which is due to the fact that it is not primarily designed for the
criteria employed in DBP and AFP problems. PaNDa+ generally produces less factors compared to the other algorithms, the
coverage by these factors is smaller than the coverage by the same number of factors of the other algorithms. Particular
for dense data, PaNDa+ is usually not capable of achieving a higher coverage. Coverage by PaNDa+eo is better than that
by PaNDa+ which is expected due to the cost functions of these two algorithms, but still the coverage by PaNDa+eo is in
general considerably worse than those by the other algorithms.

In addition to the average values of coverage c(l) and the relative overcover eo(l), we also observed their standard
deviations, which values we do not include due to lack of space. The smallest values of standard deviations are exhibited by
GreConD+ and Asso, which are both comparable in this respect. 8M yields slightly higher values of the observed deviations.
Larger values of standard deviations were obtained with PaNDa+ and in particular PaNDa+eo. For illustration, the values of
standard deviation for set C4 are shown in Table 3.

The results for real data, depicted in Table 4, confirm thatGreConD+ usually outperforms the other algorithms. The rows
in the table represent, for each particular dataset, a given prescribed value of coverage in the first column (in fact, 100c is
used instead of c). The next columns show, for each of the algorithms (we do not include PaNDa+eo for space reasons),
the number of factors computed that are needed to achieve the prescribed coverage along with the relative overcover eo
committed when the prescribed coverage is reached. Since full coverage, c = 1, which corresponds to finding an exact
decomposition, is rarely achieved by the BMF algorithms committing overcover, we do not include a row for 100%. We
nevertheless include rows for 90% and 95% to examine high coverage. One may observe that regarding the ability to achieve
high coverage, GreConD+ clearly outperforms the other algorithms. For coverage by a few first factors, GreConD+ is
comparable toAsso andmostly better than 8M and PaNDa+.GreConD+ does not performwell on DNA for reasons unknown
to us. Like for synthetic data, Asso commits by far the largest overcover of the algorithms. DBLP is an exception to this rule
but DBLP itself is a very specific dataset which is also apparent from the zero overcover committed by Asso on this data. The
results confirm that PaNDa+ is, as a rule, not capable of achieving high coverage.
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Fig. 3. Factorization of synthetic data (part 1).
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Fig. 4. Factorization of synthetic data (part 2).

5. Robustness of algorithms w.r.t. small error/noise

In this part we address the following important problem and present an initial approach to it (a thorough examination of
this phenomenon as well as of the ability of algorithms to discover ground truth shall be a subject of a forthcoming paper).
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Fig. 5. Factorization of synthetic data (part 3).

With respect to the rationale for the algorithms computing general BMF presented in Section 1.2, we ask whether and how
one may assess the capability of a BMF algorithm to find reasonable factors in data after the data changes slightly. In more
detail, suppose a BMF algorithm computes a set F of factors and the corresponding matrices A and B from a given matrix
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Fig. 6. Factorization of synthetic data (part 4).

I . We change I slightly to a new matrix, I ′, and let the algorithm compute, this time from I ′, a new set of factors, F ′, and
the corresponding matrices A′ and B′. We ask whether and to what extent are the two sets of factors, F and F ′, similar. The
reason is that in reality, the matrix we analyze may not be the true matrix I but, due to some small error, the modified I ′. We
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Table 4
Factorization of real data.

Dataset Coverage (100c%) GreConD+ 8M Asso PaNDa+

no. fac. eo no. fac. eo no. fac. eo no. fac. eo
Amer.-small 25 1 0.00 2 0.49 1 0.00 1 0.00

50 1 0.00 2 0.49 1 0.00 1 0.00
75 4 0.05 4 0.68 3 2.54 5 0.08
90 16 0.07 19 1.19 16 3.77 NA NA
95 34 0.08 45 1.46 63 3.96 NA NA

Apj 25 3 0.00 15 0.42 2 2.00 2 0.00
50 43 0.45 54 1.08 37 2.12 NA NA
75 158 0.89 182 2.82 147 2.31 NA NA
90 294 1.10 323 3.55 293 2.32 NA NA
95 369 1.21 397 3.64 370 2.32 NA NA

DBLP 25 3 0.00 3 10.88 3 0.00 NA NA
50 7 0.00 7 10.88 6 0.00 NA NA
75 11 0.00 17 10.88 11 0.00 NA NA
90 16 0.00 NA NA 15 0.00 NA NA
95 18 0.00 NA NA 17 0.00 NA NA

DNA 25 19 0.93 10 1.52 7 3.19 7 3.19
50 65 1.12 27 3.35 27 4.73 27 4.73
75 174 1.34 84 5.65 78 6.06 78 6.06
90 269 1.35 205 6.99 207 6.50 207 6.50
95 315 1.35 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Chess 25 2 0.58 1 15.79 1 4.80 1 0.53
50 4 0.75 1 15.79 2 14.32 4 1.90
75 16 0.76 17 20.93 19 16.71 20 4.20
90 33 0.77 NA NA NA NA NA NA
95 47 0.77 NA NA NA NA NA NA

Firewall1 25 1 0.00 2 6.28 1 6.32 1 0.00
50 1 0.00 2 6.28 1 6.32 1 0.00
75 2 0.00 3 7.08 2 6.32 2 0.02
90 4 0.02 7 7.16 5 6.99 6 0.03
95 8 0.02 NA NA NA NA 6 0.03

Mushroom 25 3 0.46 3 9.40 2 14.10 2 0.28
50 8 0.46 5 11.55 7 15.16 9 0.52
75 28 0.64 33 14.43 36 15.92 NA NA
90 51 0.74 NA NA NA NA NA NA
95 69 0.81 NA NA NA NA NA NA

thus want to knowwhether the algorithm is capable of discovering from I ′ factors similar to those it would have discovered
from I , i.e. whether the algorithm is robust in this sense.

Note that the issue at stake is related to what is often discussed as the problem of noise in data in the BMF literature.
However, we find the current treatment of this problem rather unsatisfactory. In particular, the experimental scenario
described in this section, which in our view directly addresses the problem discussed, does not appear in the BMF literature.

To assess similarity of the setsF andF ′ of factors, we used both a subjective judgment and a simple quantitativemeasure
Sim defined next; both confirm the findings described below. We employ the similarity measure Sim(F,F ′) of two sets of
factors, F and F ′, defined as follows. Note first that in accordance with Section 3, we view a factor as represented by a pair
⟨C,D⟩ of sets C ⊆ {1, . . . , n} and D ⊆ {1, . . . ,m}, cf. also Observation 1. The similarity sim(⟨C1,D1⟩, ⟨C2,D2⟩) of two factors
is defined as the well-known Jaccard index of their corresponding rectangles C1 × D1 and C2 × D2, i.e. as

sim(⟨C1,D1⟩, ⟨C2,D2⟩) =
|C1 × D1 ∩ C2 × D2|

|C1 × D1 ∪ C2 × D2|
.

Finally, we put

Sim(F,F ′) = min
(∑

c∈F maxc′∈F ′ sim(c, c ′)
|F|

,

∑
c′∈F ′ maxc∈F sim(c, c ′)

|F ′|

)
.

That is, Sim(F,F ′) may be regarded as the minimum of two numbers, one expressing the average similarity of a factor in F
and its most similar factor in F ′, the other expressing the symmetric value with F and F ′ exchanged. Analogous measures
are possible but led to similar conclusions regarding the robustness of algorithms.

For simplicity, we consider general noise only, i.e. both types of changes in the input data are allowed, from 1 to 0
(subtractive) as well as from 0 to 1 (additive). The results assessing robustness of algorithms in the above sense are depicted
in Table 5, which contains the results for the well-known Domino dataset [10], a dataset of dimensions 231 × 79. For
each particular value of k = 5, 10, 15, we obtained a set F of k factors from the dataset I using a particular algorithm
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Table 5
Robustness of algorithms w.r.t. changes in data.

k Change (%) GreConD GreConD+ 8M Asso PaNDa+

5 0.10 0.146± 0.009 0.996± 0.006 0.894± 0.159 0.996± 0.006 0.903± 0.162
0.50 0.074± 0.006 0.937± 0.088 0.590± 0.205 0.962± 0.060 0.671± 0.206
1.00 0.056± 0.005 0.861± 0.100 0.606± 0.201 0.876± 0.094 0.629± 0.186
1.50 0.051± 0.004 0.812± 0.081 0.447± 0.124 0.712± 0.091 0.543± 0.128
2.00 0.047± 0.004 0.764± 0.080 0.539± 0.168 0.634± 0.116 0.499± 0.135
3.00 0.043± 0.005 0.696± 0.091 0.413± 0.101 0.546± 0.068 0.467± 0.130
5.00 0.041± 0.003 0.645± 0.070 0.334± 0.065 0.411± 0.075 0.379± 0.084
10.00 0.031± 0.004 0.427± 0.099 0.250± 0.046 0.219± 0.058 0.235± 0.040

10 0.10 0.297± 0.015 0.997± 0.003 0.795± 0.143 0.993± 0.008 0.937± 0.129
0.50 0.152± 0.007 0.953± 0.047 0.616± 0.080 0.913± 0.061 0.768± 0.227
1.00 0.111± 0.005 0.866± 0.057 0.503± 0.090 0.735± 0.085 0.520± 0.141
1.50 0.106± 0.006 0.878± 0.047 0.393± 0.060 0.604± 0.101 0.592± 0.178
2.00 0.098± 0.007 0.820± 0.070 0.344± 0.061 0.481± 0.051 0.587± 0.148
3.00 0.082± 0.005 0.676± 0.051 0.307± 0.045 0.394± 0.064 0.416± 0.083
5.00 0.068± 0.004 0.496± 0.051 0.228± 0.033 0.283± 0.015 0.330± 0.059
10.00 0.057± 0.003 0.415± 0.040 0.134± 0.015 0.193± 0.023 0.226± 0.058

15 0.10 0.433± 0.023 0.987± 0.024 0.752± 0.098 0.885± 0.060 0.874± 0.156
0.50 0.216± 0.012 0.904± 0.030 0.516± 0.045 0.761± 0.042 0.685± 0.243
1.00 0.161± 0.011 0.833± 0.052 0.433± 0.039 0.612± 0.061 0.698± 0.184
1.50 0.144± 0.009 0.786± 0.036 0.338± 0.055 0.447± 0.053 0.538± 0.183
2.00 0.138± 0.009 0.762± 0.054 0.291± 0.044 0.395± 0.044 0.474± 0.114
3.00 0.124± 0.007 0.689± 0.050 0.231± 0.033 0.323± 0.023 0.539± 0.209
5.00 0.102± 0.009 0.544± 0.054 0.147± 0.020 0.243± 0.028 0.339± 0.112
10.00 0.076± 0.005 0.389± 0.021 0.112± 0.015 0.148± 0.016 0.213± 0.064

(we used the five algorithms shown in the table). We then added the general type of error (see above) whose value in % is
shown in the second column, obtained a new dataset I ′ from I this way, and computed a set F ′ of k factors from I ′ by the
respective algorithm. The entries in the columns corresponding to the particular algorithms contain the values Sim(F,F ′)
± the standard deviation over 1000 iterations of adding error. As was intuitively expected, GreConD which is restricted
to from-below factorizations, does not prove robust. On the other hand, GreConD+ seems the best of the four remaining
algorithms, followed by Asso and PaNDa+. For smaller levels of error, Asso outperforms PaNDa+; for large amounts of error,
PaNDa+ outperforms Asso, but note that these levels may justly be considered unrealistically high. Of the four algorithms
performing general factorizations, 8M proved least robust. Due to restricted space, we do not include results for other
datasets but the presented results are representative as far as robustness of the four algorithms is considered.

The approach and our findings presented in this section are to be understood as representing the first steps in pursuing the
important problem of robustness of BMF algorithms. Nevertheless, we consider the findings interesting enough to include
them in this paper. Let us also note that robustness is but one of the characteristics of a particular algorithm and needs to
be considered jointly with other characteristics such as the algorithm’s ability to achieve a reasonable coverage in the sense
examined in the previous section.

6. Conclusions

We presented a new algorithm, GreConD+, for computing general Boolean matrix factorizations, i.e. factorizations
committing both of the two possible kinds of errors. Our aim was to utilize the principal virtue of our previous algorithm
for a special type of factorizations, namely its very quick and effective search for factors that commit no Eo-error at all
(and thus form a from-below factorization), and extend it to general BMF. In view of the non-symmetry of the Eu- and
Eo-parts of the error function (Section 2.1), we construct factors by finding large nuclei of factors with zero Eo-error (thus
decreasing significantly Eu), which are then expanded to general factors in such a way that an additional decrease in Eu
ensues at the expense of committing reasonable Eo which is emphasized via a penalty weight w for Eo. Furthermore, the
already constructed factors are being revisited and modified or even deleted in view of the subsequently constructed
factors, which results in a decrease in Eo. This step is motivated by 8M, an old but nowadays virtually unknown BMF
algorithm whose complete description we also provide, even though our revisiting of factors is very different from 8M’s.
GreConD+ outperforms 8M as well as the well-known BMF algorithms Asso and PaNDa+ onmost of the datasets employed
in our experimental evaluation. Importantly, it tends to be more robust than Asso, PaNDa+, and 8M in that a factorization
obtained from a given matrix tends to be similar to a factorization obtained from a slightly modified version of that matrix.
This is an important feature because robustness in the above sense is one of the main motivations for exploring general BMF
algorithms.

Further research includes the following topics. First, a detailed experimental evaluation of the presented and other
existing BMF algorithms, including a study of the impact of the parameters involved. Second, examination of further
strategies to obtain good general BMF algorithms that follow our basic idea to concentrate first on finding factors committing
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no overcovering, then extending them carefully to factors with a possible overcovering, and at the same time revisiting and
modifying the previously generated factors in view of the new ones. Furthermore, a study inmore detail of the phenomenon
of robustness of BMF algorithms, including the design of appropriate measures of similarity of factors and sets of factors as
well as a thorough experimental study. Last but not least, a study of general matrix decompositionswith ordinal data [2,5,6],
i.e. decompositions not restricted to from-below approximations.
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